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The Swedish-Irish writer, poet and painter Liv Odin has been working
in different countries. She had a schoolarship at Polonicum University
in Warsaw and spent a few years in Paris where she started a small
literary-artistic salon. She has been guitarist in two bands and worked
withoaogroupoofoTravellingotheatre.  
She’s known mostly in Europe as the “motorcyclist artist” and for her
exhibitions of POETIC PAINTING on the road, in which her verses and
paintings  often  join  other  expressive  forms as  theatre  and  music.
She's the creator of  The Small Scrolls and  The Rolled up Poems, at
first born as simple verses scrolls with function of titles for her oil
paintings, then transformed and changed into various forms, among
them watercolours with painted verses. It's not so easy to collect all
the forms of POETIC PAINTING into a book. Here there are only a few
examples. Some images related to some verses are not shown in the
net as they may be a bit strong for sensitive people



MY  VIOLIN

Do you remember those tunes
echoing off your windows
and you did smile to me over the street
from the shifted curtains
among statuettes and geraniums
and I
unaware
ravished by my sounds
was merged into the wood
inebriated by the smell of my violin

I’ve melted into it

                        Now
           others are playing me



My Violin

Watercolour 



LAUGHING  IN  THE  SUNSET 

The revivalists were talking seriously
in Galway
and the bards were inspired.
Your laughter
merged with the echoes of ancient Gaelic
and I didn’t understand any more,
but I did laugh, I did laugh too
and that special sunset
it seems to me it was over the Dunguaire



                      

      Laughing in the Celtic sunset  
                      
watercolour  



FIDDLER  WOMEN  ON  THE  ROOFS

We wipe away our tears 
and rub off the mold 
on our abandoned instruments. 
Some strings are missing 
and a bow is crooked, 
rotten in the long neglect. 
Our fingers are ankylosed, 
some are painful, 
all slow, 
out exercise. 
We will not bathe any longer 
our violins with tears. 
Of distorted sounds and false notes 
we’ll laugh since now on. 
Our fingers pinch, 
press, 
flow, 
no matter how. 
We start again to play and dance 
and, finally, 
we shall not look any more 
only at the ground.



Fiddler women on the roofs

oil on canvas



THE  FOUNTAIN

The square is the same
and the fountain as well
yet
its voice has changed

I get near
I’m reflected into the liquid

The usual jets are icy
they seem a little thick

How odd!

I plunge quickly

There is a secret access
guarded 
by the transparent sticky water

Nobody has seen

I enter
into my real life



  The fountain

   watercolour



FROM  THE   NORTH 

I left the fjord
and sailed alone
in icy flames.
I steered my way 
to the shining light
of an ancient shield.
The historical sword in my hand,
I have pointed the bow back toward home.
In the Southern light
I’ve got lost in the waves.



From the North

Oil on canvas

    Series From the North
     
          watercolour



JOHAN  IS  FRIGHTENED

The Olssons are moving 
and Johan is crying
while hugging his felt rabbit.
He doesn’t want to go South.
Johan
is frightened of the capital,
is frightened of leaving the wood,
is frightened of the running people,
is frightened of the big Åhlens,
is frightened of being forgotten by his friends,
is frightened of finding new ones.
Johan is frightened of leaving
and hides himself in the bottom of the well.



LEAF

I’m a leaf in destiny wind.
The storm is raging
and, pulled up from my branch, I fly away,
I fall down to the ground,
I rise
and beat against the trunk,
I fall again.
A stronger blast then catches me
and takes me far away.
The storm increases its fury,
the rumble deafens me,
I get dragged into a puddle,
I drown
while a familiar shoe,
a beloved one,
tramples on me, crushes and tears me
when sheltering from rain
regardless of me.



USELESS FIRE
 

The night drew up the thoughts under the sheet.
Young girl,
young boy,
girlfriend,
boyfriend, 
lover.
The future
a blank wall
that you intended to cover with inscriptions
-but you didn’t know what-
and it slipped out of your hands
and regular days came back
with the scent of cinnamon and other spices.
Disguises and myths
from a never solved adolescence.
You were used to jump into the fire
to melt and vanish but nothing happened.
Which is the way?
Any road to the nothing
to stop your thoughts and steps on.
You look behind,
young girl,
young boy,
girlfriends,
boyfriends, 
lovers.
Then unknown women
grazed by your look
and never approached.
It doesn’t matter any more.
You jump again into the fire
to melt and vanish
but, like before,
nothing will happen.



               Useless fire

              oil on canvas



PUPPETS’ DANCE

He made puppets.
He was amused.
He laughed.
Then, bored,
he threw them on a rock
and forgot them.
But the puppets had learnt 
moving on their own.
Some went limp trying,
but other ones didn’t stop 
and kept on dancing.
          And they are still dancing...



          Puppets' dance
 
            oil on board



BIKER  FOREVER

Face in the wind,
free and vibrating body,
I’m all one and the same 
with my mount.
Powerful roar,
sweet,
wonderful sound.
The road is bread
to conquer and bite
for hours.
Satiated for a while,
I rest short time
and then the need comes back,
it’s urgent,
it pushes me again
to ride 
the glittering steel.
It’ a challenge,
it’s hunger,
it’s love.



    Series BIKER FOREVER

           watercolours



THE  QUEEN  WINS

Most of them are seventeen,
fortyone the oldest one.
Marching with many others
on their occupied land.
Marching for peace,
glad and disarmed.
They see the invaders
coming in large number,
well equipped, in arms, so strong,
blocking up the road.
The armoured corps are ready
to shoot the crowd.
The lie is spread.
The voice of the guns 
covers the song of the marching ones
who run away and fall
and some lie down in the blood. 
The queen wins
and gives the assassins 
a decoration.



FAR  IS  THE  TEMPLE        

Peace in the friendly wood.
You let yourself lulled in vain.
Your eyes see beyond
the faint light in the summer dawn.
Slight an image appears.
The Temple is over there,
wavering in the dew,
like a hugely sweet dream,
painfully far away.



           Far is the Temple

              oil on canvas



SAINT  LUCY'S  DAY

The long robe from last year
is so white and just a bit shorter.
She’s still the chosen one at school: she’ll be Lucy.
Some day she’ll grow up and, thank God,
-that God she doesn’t believe in-
she won’t have any more candles on her head 
to bring coffee, chocolate and buns
nor to sing
in the freezing mornings of Karlstad.
They don’t know it, but she’s not Lucy,
she’s one of the star boys,
she’s a young boy,
she’s a sprite,
but she doesn’t know how to say it.
People don’t realize it.
Maybe a sprite has entered her.
Could it really happen?
Yes, he’s there inside, sure 
and wants to go out soon to go away,
to forget his covering dressed up as a girl,
as a female,
as a saint with candles on his head.
He wants a cone-shaped hat
and a lantern.



                     Outside it’s dark and cold (from a traditional Swedish song)
                     (...Ute är mörkt och kallt...)                

                                                             
                         watercolour 



PROFESSOR  NILSSON

Can you live 
with no metaphysical guarantees?
Is there a contradiction
between individual
and universal?
Today he searches for the answer,
queuing up in a Systembolag*

(*)Government owned chain of liquor stores in Sweden



MERMAID

Secretly she arrives at the surface, 
prying in vain into the darkness.
She comes out with effort,
she sits down on the salt encrosted stone.
Tonight she tries again.
This time she can’t walk either.
A silver dart in the water.
The small figure
disappears into the foam.
The sea is more salty now.
Nobody knows
it’s tears.



        Mermaid's beach

           oil on board  

  
              



FLIGHT  FROM  THE SEA

Repeat it, do repeat it, don’t be frightened.
Throw it into the waves.
It will change into a fire balloon,
a kite,
a dove,
a hawk.
Take it, catch it, don’t let it fly away.
Caught in a branch
it gets torn.
Sort of chrysalis.
Changing,
taking wing to the sun,
then burning.
While falling down 
its ashes perceive a square.
What is that shape?
Blue mosaic,
golden hemisphere. 
It must be a hallucination.
The last one,
before vanishing in the air.



      Flight from the sea
 
         acrylic and ink



PIECES

Furious orders
shouted and mixed with laughs

Be quick
we are so many
we must go down and then up again

In our nostrils
smell of blood and terror in our eyes
Now we know
they will kill us

We shout
nobody will save us
because the humans
lazy
cruel
and stupid
will put pieces of us in fine sight
on marble stands
or steel stalls

They believe and make others believe
it’s healthy and fair
to eat us



TENDER  WAS  THE  GRASS

It was peaceful in the corral,
the rain, so sweet, 
took turns with a delicate sun.
The grass was green
and your mama’s milk was lukewarm.
Familiar arms have nursed 
and soon betrayed him.
Now his blood
is running in a trickle
and his young body
is hanging by a hook,
head downwards,
waiting to be devoured.



ULYSSES’ MEETING

Mice and ghosts on the river
In your thoughts
Wild kites bouncing soaked
On the muddy grass
The wind pots were dried
The colour has come back
Rotten with no crown
Their king vomits into the cask 
And spreads his gold
He'll make your thirsty mouths move
You unaware ones
Still the same journey
While the drunk beasts are laughing



ELECTROSHOCK

They say they don’t use it any more.
Drugs and words,
maybe more powerful,
have replaced the current.
Doctor X has faithful followers.
Their coffers are full and full
while, 
by now, 
their patients’ brains are empty.



THROWN AWAY

I’ve been staring at the doll's eyes
My look has sunk 
Into her plastic soul
I have heard shouts
And silence full of terror
Widened gashes in the deep black
Rescued from eternity of dismay
Her fear has carved me like a lancet
I’ve been bleeding
In place of her that couldn’t do it
For her
Whom I have suddenly loved
With violent tenderness



A THOUGHT

A book open and read
carelessly here and there,
words that penetrate noiselessly,
little by little.
A thought born and soon flied away
and then come back.
A whisper,
a light.
What I knew lightens for me,
I had closed it among the folds 
of lying pages.



VASES ON THE TERRACE

An ordinary day, a holiday that doesn’t belong to me,
among the plants that seem starting to ask for water
under the sun, still high,
in the summer drowsiness of a port,  
I smell the fragrance.
It’s like the one I breathed under another sun.
Flowers bought carelessly in a hurry.
Their colours pierce my half-closed eyelashes.
I’ve chosen plants to buy in this foreign town,
without much thinking,
never realizing that, day after day, 
I was chasing an image already seen before
on a small terrace, unknown, yet homely and beloved.
Game of the mind, 
maybe a dream.
Nostalgia for usual things
that now seem having a soul of their own;
mine. 
Soul that seems it is spreading,
holing the plants,
getting into the vases, into the ground,
going back upon the time,
to sprouting seeds,
the seeds shut in the fruits,
the shrubs which they mature on,
the shrubs in blossom.
Flowers asking for water.
Ground in the vases,
a bit dry and hardened ground,
memory of a land
far and beloved.



PROMISE

I could write it in blood,
but no sacrifice is due.
A smile.
You show your universal face
and what I feel is enough for you.
Now I can see the end 
of this harrowing journey.
The way may be slippery,
yet even easier.
Laughter
and beer on the umbrellas.
Music all around,
strokes against the wall,
songs in the ears
and eyes filled with the light that will be.
No more swearing against Heaven;
smiles will raise from this sorrow.
No more cries against that blue.
A long flying about in the wind
and seagulls on the sea.
Riding sweet waves
not so far,
down in the deep.
Your words will go through me.
A promise.



THE FORGOTTEN SPRING

They called it goblet,
believing it were a cup of gold 
or stone.
They have lost the memory
when replacing the shield.
The sign on the skin is changing,
it turns into a red dragon.
No longer a slave to untruthful books,
you walk toward the spring,
the goblet you will drink from
toasting your new life.



     The forgotten spring

          oil on canvas



PEOPLE  DON'T  LIKE  THE  RAIN
 

I'm coming down
making the roads slippery.
I like to see your cups
and smell the coffee
through your windows. 
People are waiting for the sun to come,
the sun that burns.
People don't like the rain.
I am the rain. 
I'm going to somewhere else.



ON THE “ANNA LIVIA” BRIDGE

Abolished rules, 
dreamlike masterpiece
with no punctuation,
orthography and grammar
clear just for us.
Dream, lucid frenzy
in which the funeral wake
was awakening
to start again loving and laughing
and understanding everything.
Here I am now again on the Anna Livia,.
a fallen down Finnegan,
with no more feelings nor any thought.
You are already keeping vigil by me
and there will be no awakening
beside the railing
that’s too cold for me,
like this bench, 
like the stones where the children are playing  
and don’t see any more your hand
leafing through Joyce with me.



            On the Anna Livia Bridge 

                     watercolour



THE  WOMB  OF  THE  UNIVERSE         

The universe is a female
He comes
And tears her womb
And devores
All her children



SELENE 

She mother
She sister
She friend
She the mistress
She asks
She donates
So bright in the darkness
Of what you beg her she gives what she wants
But you have to pray
To shout
And to swear
Then so sweet
So violent
She gives
She offers herself 
She appeases
She calms down
It’s just a respite



THE NIGHT OF 19TH  JULY

Old unknown man
You want us to live here inside
We're going through the market
Here you are the door
Plush animals
The way is still long
And the house is far away
Flavour of coffee
In the wobbling staircase
Paper walls
Old woman I never met before
But in some dreams
You share the bread with others 
On the terrace of your life
Dizziness soon forgotten
I'm going down tunnels
Among well known shopkeepers
Suddenly, a sickly-sweet taste
You must live there
Madam I don't want
I say goodbye
Going back to Mornay



THE FLOWER

A flower has sprouted among the stones in the night,
it has looked around,
then it has felt lost.
It has been waiting trembling for the dawn, 
trembling,
to see
what the seeds have been telling for ages. 
It’s not what it was expecting
and it’s frightened.
It has withdrawn in its corolla, 
listening to the soldiers awakening
and young people 
that can’t walk free
on their own land. 
The flowers in the desert were scared,
Hamman whispered 
he did want to uproot them
and Esther was getting ready to kill him.
The flower wonders how it will end this time.



FROM A BODY TO ANOTHER

Atypical metempsychosis
With no intermediate phases
From one to another
In life
Wrappers
Left for few instants
Multiple tethan
A mystery
I don’t know how
Yet it works



THREE YEARS LATER

A bus of memories.
Black and white keys, tunes, rythm.
A wrong sharp F.
Din, songs and coloured fluttering clothes,
millions butterflies
in the cobalt blue sky.
A mirage.
The quick snake has disappeared into his lair.
He doesn’t like the desert,
but it’s all what he has got.
No more heard wind, yet it is blowing.
I was fondling velvet cushions.
My bare feet felt the sand,
then felt sharp stones,
now, nails.
I remember a thick river,
gaudy colours, a goddess
and other harmless gods.
Glad confusion,
a mess of laughter among the keys and the strings.
All around here there are different idols.
They want to squeeze and smother The One
pretending to take him by the hand.
Two tunes snatch me from memories,
the hooter looks like a shout
among the noise of the motors. 
The scorpion listens, turns his head looking at, speechless,
then thrusts his sting into his own back.
His brother has gone to New York
and dances on the black and white keys.



NAILED WINGS

I’ll leave the hard soil,
I’ll take wind to my beloved land 
Invisible nails are holding me down.
While straining to free myself
my wings get torn.



                      Nailed wings

                watercolour and ink



NUMBER TWENTY EIGHT

A new torment
In days closed to the world
A perverse master chains you
You try to run out your prison
You see the light
That you can’t reach 
You are not able to resign yourself
To remain there forever as a slave
Like the other ones do
Licking the crumbs
Fallen down tables laid for someone else



MA-TUMA

Closed in your false modesty
Proud in the illusion that you created
A bitter word for everyone
Creeps disguised as sweetness
Perverseness, as sweet as honey
Harden mind
Fink emotion
Plant dried since long 
You reject the guest
With your hypocritical kindness
Watching 
From the bars of your filthy castle 
In your shitty bubbling moat
Mummified in your own excrements
That you believe being a soul



FRANCISZKA GETS MARRIED

Franciszka looks at herself in the mirror.
Her eyes meet the sea beyond the glass 
and she staggers.
She remembers the smell of salt
and the taste of an unknown liquor
much too sweet.
A different hand, light, delicate,
the smooth skin caressed her breast.
No, it wasn’t Dariusz,
he was waiting for her in Krakow
and saved the money to marry her
now, after the wall had opened
pushed by an irresistible wind.
Soft lips
kissed her interior thighs 
making her quiver
as Dariusz had never done before.
Who was inside her now and how
she couldn’t explain.
Franciszka didn’t imagine
how sweet could sweetness be 
and so intense and strong to make her shout 
a name: Maja, Majeczka of mine!
Now the mirror reflects
her bridal veil 
wet with memories.
“It’s due to emotion” the guests will say.
“It’s for my secret love” Franciszka thinks
when going into number 54 Grodzka street.

(*)St. Peter and Paul Church in Krakow (Grodzka street)



       Franciszka gets married

              Oil on canvas



PAINTING  ONE SUNDAY IN PARIS

View of this town,                       
violent postcard, 
images of blood
behind
sudden scornful smiles.
Evil eyes
in which I read
past and future of hatred.
The Tower is impassive.
I am shivering.                                                                           
Mine was the Marais on the canvas.                 
The squirts in Place des Vosges                                    
have lost 
the joyful voice of yesterday.
Crushed by my trembling hand,
my brush
makes a shapeless spot.
The soul of this city is changing,      
or perhaps right now                                        
I’m guessing the truth.                                                      
Something appalling pervades the air,
and now I can paint
just a blood red veil.



  

    Painting one Sunday in Paris

               oil on canvas



JUST ONE MORE

Spite and hatred sign you
I return your hate
I don’t want to restrain myself
I enjoy your fear
But it is not enough
I follow you
Maybe I shall kill you



GANESHA 

There was the first passer-by
The great father
Never generated in human way
He offered his tusk
To finish the book
Mine has few lines  
But it's longer than time
Beyond every obstacle
He turns his eyes at whom
Is always grasping at his hand
Among flowers and incense fragrance
They eat the return sweet
A divine ray passes through them 
Giving them new strength



                           Ganesha

                     acrylic on canvas



A STAIN ON THE WALL

The hotel is nice,
the room is quiet,
the suitcase is open,
the canvas all in the case.
Tomorrow I’ll arrange everything,
now I’m tired.
I lie down.

There is a stain.
A small,
black one.
Once it was moving.
Someone 
has stamped it
on the freshly pink painted wall

Who was it?
What did it do
before becoming
a stain on the wall?



                    Stain on the wall

                      oil on board



IN THE JOY

Self conceited 
You're crossing the East
Overbearing
Your bitch is following you 
Sturgis steel that rides short way
Left there with false carelessness
Voracious, you fling yourself on the food  
The sauce drips down
Swine, darkened by the sun
Have you seen who is it?



SEAGULLS  ON THE ASPHALT

You push nearer and nearer
In this Southern town which is not mine
People start being frightened
They are not yet used to cohabitation
They don’t love those that spread their wings to freedom



NO MORE BLIND

Stop hiding yourself
into artificial guilty blindness.
Justice gives you a sword,
seize it!
Cut the blindfold and look
at your gifts 
carelessly wasted.
Make a choice,
cry
and fight with us!



        Goddess of Luck

     oil and ink on board



NAMES FOR THE SOULS 

Eternal darkness oppressing
the forgotten land.
Their home worlds become
just remote unreal planets.
Dragged in a sea of sorrow,
parched by thirst,
with no voice to scream.
Souls,
everlasting mourning,
will you be resting in death?
Where shall we write your names
sighed in a no words breath?



THE  GARDENS  NEAR  "LA BASTILLE"

Sand into his eyes
Yells into his ears
Torment of mind
Supposed innocence
Fury
No more restrained
Calms down by blood



SLAVES 

You’re dreadful and powerful
We do what you order
Your thousands eyes are watching 
Voracious  monster
Our sorrow is your pleasure
Hydra whose heads no Hercules can cut
You compel us to prostitute our minds
You buy our days for few coins
You suck our lives
Until you squeeze out our blood
Then, you'll throw us away
As old tired crocks
Giving us a handful 
Of filthy small change



WHERE IT LEADS ME TO

I'm following the track
Or is it the track that is following me
Pursuing me?
Traces in my breath
Or breath on the traces
I don't know which way the day has gone
I'm building my sand tower
So high that I cannot see its top
But I fly higher
To an unknown dawn
I wonder whether time really does exist
Now I'm creeping on the ground
My tower has fallen down 
And is burying me



IN  VAIN

Poisonous waters get over the borders
Wondering seas 
Pierce you with sharp waves
She wants to take possession of your soul
False reasons 
Putrefied thoughts
Obscenities given out as morale
Writhe your deep 
No one can be saved 
Her perfection doesn't forgive
She has already sentenced us
Unhealthy foam
Miasmas of absurd hate
Tear to pieces with sadistic pleasure
In the dungeons of her selfishness
She has nailed him as well
To rescue him
From her rotten corruption 
I have fought and bled in vain
Destroyed bridges under my own steps.
I believed he was innocent
Until when I’ve seen
That he’s more monstrous than her



TO  PRAWDA, TADEUSZA! *

Poetry doesn’t always 
take form of verses.
Ah, Tadeusz, it’s so true!
No printed words or recited ones,
but just those sounds and colours
are True Poetry!
Titian Red loose on the white breast
slightly touching my skin,
dark contrasts left there by the sun
on the yellow of the sand and a bit faded
and water green
and golden honey
of the sweetest song,
spread between the Vistula and the Liffey.
She, just she
is the sublime Poetry
resting next to me
during this stop in the new Berlin. 

(*) IT’S TRUE, TADEUSZ! 
The title is in Polish.  



A FRIEND IS GOING SHOPPING WALKING 
THROUGH THE CHEŁMNIA

It’s not so far away, you can get it by walking.
When you leave the Polonicum,
turn left,
go straight on just a bit, and then turn right.
Yet, not even there you will find traces
of cinnamon shops.
There is not even a plate
as a memory.
Just fashionable bars and nice boutiques.
Then,
where the street broadens,
you will see the entrance of the huge shop from the chain H&M.
Some more steps
and in a while,
you will get out the Chełmnia
and will be on the Marszałkowska



The main street- Vilna

  (Ulica Duża- Vilna) 
                                      
     watercolour 



ATTEMPT

She has knocked as a messenger 
And crossed your portal
Golden paint that hides the rottenness 
You have blandished her with lies
She has tried to love you
Like a daughter loves her mother
With trust she has accepted
To drink from your spring
Like a newborn baby
She has brought her lips to your breast
You weren’t the loving nanny
You have made her suck your milk
And nourished her
With poisons hidden in tasty food
Till at the new life banquet
She has seen the deep marsh
And her breath has been frozen by horror



THIN  NECK

Viscous mucus
Glided down to the lip
Mickey Mouse sketch
On the little coloured rag
Small falsely innocent hand
Repressed retching of coffee and cereals
While cleaning his egocentric nose
On his nape
Your left hand guesses 
His thin neck
You touch it
You press it with your right hand
Keeping the soft handkerchief 
Dirty with mucus
Sliding gently on his nauseating throat
You must squeeze
Rage and disgust seem suffocating you
But it's him that suffocates



TRANS  

 
It was my first whimper
and then I was marked
As branded,
Contained here inside
My labyrinth has 
No exit at all
The mirror is lying
I don't recognize 
Myself, That’s not me
I'm acting a role 
That's not mine
I am the killed virgin
The bosom boyfriend
A mother
A father
I am macho-man
A poet
A wife
A harlot
A husband
Immense I’m a spirit
So perverse I’m flesh
I am… who?
I’m everything
Nothing
I am
An endless mistake



MUCH TOO SHORT
 

Fleeting glances
Then indifference
You prefer the despising looks
That you can hate 
Now and then
A kind smile
A friendly sprinkle
Over the mess of your garden
A tender warmth wraps you
Then soon disappears
Leaving in you an all consuming wish
Of making it last longer
Everlasting nostalgia of that short instant
That could be protracted 
Just by death



THE TRICK

The enemy
suddenly has taken 
the shape of my cat,
to confuse me,
what a coward!
I have stopped my hands
as I couldn’t carry on.
While winning,
my cat has come,
he has seen him,
has smelt him.
I didn’t know either what to tell him
or what to do.
He has seen it was a trick. 



TO M.M. AFTER DENVER

Self conceited
Ignorant
They want to sacrifice you
On the altar of their hypocrisy
They condemn 
Innocent music and words
The murderers are children
Of their own teachings
They are the only Satan
Bringing evil into the world
They fear you can unmask 
The false truth
Which they have based their power on



DEFENCELESS

An unknown smile
Has changed the innocuous mates 
Into mortal enemies
Now your flowers are withering 
And you're going towards death with them
We're shedding over you
Useless balms that will not save you
Your awful agony 
Perhaps we're going to make longer
It does not matter  
To know where it came from
Searching the faults is useless
Now, that you've remained
Defenceless



THE THREE HAGS

Mabel has realized it too, 
she who never takes something into account,
she, who’s always sympathetic,
has noticed
their malicious glance
and tries to escape it.
She fears they have a strange 
evil power.
If they are there too, she doesn’t get on the bus 
but she walks
with her fears.
Najek has made an amulet.
He says it will work.
Even though I don’t believe it,
I have asked him to make one for Mabel.



A SHELTER FOR JADE

It was a stranger
that wounded Jade’s friend
and she chocked down her sobs
in her parents’ arms.
jade can’t be consoled,
her house is her hell,
her father’s arms as two tongs,
his kisses
are as two-penny alcohol bites.
Her mother apes the three little monkeys, 
not to lose 
who some times still warms her bed.
She wants to keep him at all costs
and Jade is the price.



JOKE IN THE MIRROR

She sees herself ugly,
still too fat.
Other ones’ assurances are not enough.
Her mother, father and fiancé as well
speak uselessly,
they tell her that she’s beautiful –and it’s true-
but she doesn’t realize it.
In the mirror
she sees just someone else,
she pulls faces at her,
“Monster!” she tells the image
and left in disgust, uneasy,
plunged into the crowd
that seems to be hostile.
A tragic joke,
the mirror sneers,
helped by her mind.
Will the passing of time be just enough
to dissolve such an odd effect like that
and to make that old mirror tell the truth?



A CAT’S THOUGHTS

Sound of lift:
I run to the door,
it’s never her that’s coming back.
My days are sad,
I feel abandoned
like an old dress;
bought, used and cast-off one.
We had chosen each other.
For me it was forever,
for her it was just a game,
a kid game
that now, bored,
she won’t play any more. 



     She won't come any more

                oil on canvas



IT WILL PASS AWAY

Home.
It’s so fine to come back after a hard day.
I find my children and my pets,
warmth, love and cheerful mess.

Vanessa lives next to us.
She lays the table,
her mother is still at work
and her father has already got dinner ready.
Food remains warm, waiting.
Her father hugs her,
she shudders and moves away fearful, wavering,
he holds her stronger,
he caresses her, seizes her hand,
leads and presses it.

Manly fatherly satisfaction,
while the usual tear slides down 
Vanessa’s cheek.
The hoarse panting calms down.
She keeps still and hears the key turning,
mom comes in, kisses her.
“How did your day go today?”
“As usual” Vanessa replies laconically.
Her mother looks at her, understanding,
she smiles at her husband.
“Ah, these young people, how gloomy they are!
But even adolescence will pass away...”



SMALL BREATHS

A slight regular puff,
a breath near here
like the almost silence
of a starry night.
Further on,
the other breath,
a slight and curled up mumbling,
hidden and fast asleep.
Someone else’s still awake.
A fearful shadow
softly hops and drinks
noiselessly.
In the night 
a few times I wake up
and, when seeing you,
tenderness floods
my drowsy eyes.
How much defenceless love!
I listen and look at.
Your lives
make me think of
the existence of God.



THE MASK

The mask of glass is broken
Now I see the mud beyond the golden bar
The blood stains the stones
Sorrow and pain are much too deep
To turn into death
The icy beam of a crystal sun
Kills the last word 
The mouth gets full of slime
The body burns and the soul gets chilled
The mask falls down
Thousands fragments wound the eyes 
Gone blind by the sudden light
Chips
Dye the mud red
The bar strikes and breaks the ancient
In the timeless empty space remains
An eternal freezing scream



             Never ending scream

                   oil on board



ON THE LAKE

Sleepy water,
summer shade.
Thoughts
suffused with melancholy
forgotten until yesterday.



       Our lake in Mayo County

              oil on canvas

     



THE RING

Your life
in a piece of paper
and in a golden ring.
Looking in vain for salvation, 
but salvation whom from, what from
and to go where to?
You don’t know any more.
In your faded memories,
like in a picture
one hundred years old,
you see a girl again.
You remember a name
and the pleasure you felt when meeting her.
Maybe she too...
you wonder...now it seems...perhaps...
but who can say by now.
Now everything seems wrong
and you just can’t go back.
The ring has marked you with a furrow,
you want it to get removed as an only message
left there after your final gesture.
You can’t take the ring off,
it’s like a sign
and you stay sitting on that bed where for years
an unaware man has been calling you as “his”
and you think of the children 
you had together and grown and loved.
And the fit of depression and sad regret
passes away.
The ring remains, it’s still around your finger.
You’ll never take it off.



MAY MY MOUTH NOT SHOUT HIS NAME

Oh, mother, 
I won’t come back tonight.
When you see me again
I’ll be a hanged body.
You’ll be ashamed of me,
you’ll wipe out every memory of me, 
because I haven’t been the son you wished I were.
Mohammed has come into my heart
and I did want to run away,
but I haven’t got enough time.
It has been love that killed me,
no faith, no war, nor the enemies’ hatred.
It’s me for you the enemy,
I’m a traitor, I’m guilty
and you must punish me.
If loving is my fault, may it be only mine,
may Mohammed’s lips remain closed,
my mouth tightened.
When they hang me,
may I not shout the name of my beloved,
may I never betray him
and may Mohammed cry for me 
secretly.



            Gay in Palestine

watercolour (with censoring patch)



ON THE TOWER

Helèna, shame on you, do confess,
tell the priest your sin!
The others laugh.
“Lesbian!” make yourself smaller, yes, move up, Helèna,
wide open, innocent, surprised eyed.
Venomous neighbours, inattentive teachers,
never born parents,
not understood awkwardness, never lived loves,
sudden departure, train,
rented room in the capital.
Breath of whisky, manly strength and sweat,
failed escape, grass, mud
and cement and pain.
Three days memories as far as since ages,
“Lesbian!”you are, but come and we’ll heel you,
fuck with us, hey you, beauty, we’ll give you pleasure,
we’ll make you know –we macho men, so eager, handsome, sturdy-
what love is.
Helèna, run away!
Small change in your pockets, 
you spend it for the tower;
you go up there, you want to throw yourself,
but it’s all fenced
and you can’t fly.
You go back down, you go
toward the river, far, deep
like the eyes of your only love.
Tears, confusion, end of friendship.
Eyes that did hurt you by saying the word
“Lesbian!”and then the other ones’ laughters meant nothing
and the distance seems so short
between the tower and the river.
Memories and then hope, first illusions,
forgetting everything,
astonishment and oblivion!
A question remains unanswered in the air.
“Lesbian”: what does it mean?



                               Helèna

acrylic on carton



FOR THE TIME BEING

The serious group
of young scholars
used to meet Klaus

Vain research
deep insertions
test tubes of thoughts
cloning of nothing

Klaus has started dancing
at the sound of a polka
that he had in his head
and nobody was able to hear it
after smearing it on the slides

The slides have fallen down
they have got mixed up 

for the time being
the experiment has been interrupted

“Go away, you all!”
Klaus has cried out



A SPOT ON THE GROUND AT SULLY-MORLAND

The last time I walked in Paris 
everything seemed to fly away. 
I left 
a piece of my heart  
at 4 rue Mornay. 
Perhaps now it’s being crushed 
by the passers-by who take the subway 
at Sully-Morland.



Paris adieu

oil on canvas

            You're not my town any longer

                        watercolour

                series Nostalgie de Paris



         TOWARD EVENING IN LIGURIA
                        (a prose)

   

I’ve flung open the door-window that leads into the balcony of this
flat both so familiar and extraneous.
I’ve gone back, to the end of the room, as far as the front door.
I’ve  been looking at  the curtains,  open,  light,  fluttering,  almost
new, clean. From there I could see just a little bit of the horizon.
The  grey-green  sea.  I’ve  taken  a  run–up,  thinking  “I  wonder
whether I can jump quickly over the railing” and it was too late to
stop. The tip of one of my feet has beat against the rail, I’ve hurt
myself, but I’ve been able to jump.
I’ve closed my eyes while waiting for meeting the asphalt below.
It seemed to me it was taking so long, then I’ve realized I wasn’t
going down. Instead I’ve found myself gliding slowly down towards
the  harbour,  flying  over  the  standing  ferries  and  over  the
passengers waiting for the embarkation. Further on there was the
usual Chinese ship, near a yellow quay-crane. Some seagulls have
come to welcome me and to give me a few advices about flapping
my wings. But I don’t have wings and then, I was asking myself,
what am I doing and how can I fly? I’ve realized that my arms
were spread and stretched. There, suddenly I’ve felt relieved and
have understood. I have learnt to fly.
From high above I’ve seen houses and people; everything seemed
so small and insignificant.
I’ve flied over the harbour, the wharf and the open sea and I’ve
pushed on as far as the shores of Corsica.
I’ve  come  back,  got  through  the  door-window  and  this  time  I
haven’t beaten my feet against the railing.
I’ve come into my house, washed my hands and face.
Then I’ve begun getting dinner ready.



                                 Italian boats      

                                 oil on board

Leaving the Ligurian Riviera

oil on canvas
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